HISTORY 151: WORLD HISTORY TO 1500
3 credits
T / Th: 1:14—2:33pm (CRN #61044)
Castle High School Room #36
INSTRUCTOR:
OFFICE:
OFFICE HOURS:

Malia Lau Kong
Palanakila 136
T / Th: 11:00am—12:30pm @ WCC
W: 4:30—5:30pm @ WCC
T / Th: 2:33—3:03pm @ Castle HS
Also by appointment
maliakon@hawaii.edu (email is the quickest
way to reach me; I will usually respond within
24 hours M—R unless it is during office hours
when the response will be quick, and on
Mondays if email is sent on Friday or Saturday)
236-9132
FALL 2017

EMAIL:

PHONE NUMBER:
EFFECTIVE DATE:

WINDWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE MISSION STATEMENT
Windward Community College offers innovative programs in the arts and sciences and opportunities to gain knowledge
and understanding of Hawai`i and its unique heritage. With a special commitment to support the access and
educational needs of Native Hawaiians, we provide O`ahu’s Ko`olau region and beyond with liberal arts, career and
lifelong learning in a supportive and challenging environment — inspiring students to excellence.
CATALOG DESCRIPTION
A global and historical survey focusing on human societies and cross-cultural interactions to 1500 C.E. (3 hours lecture)
WCC: FG

FOUNDATION REQUIREMENT AND HALLMARKS
HIST 151 fulfills 3 credits in Group A of the General Education requirement (Foundations: Global and Multicultural
Perspectives) for both an A.A. degree at WCC and a Bachelor’s degree at UH Manoa. Consequently, it meets the
following hallmarks of global and multicultural perspectives:
1.
2.

provide students with a large-scale analysis of human development and change over time.
analyze the development of human societies and their cultural traditions through time in different regions
(including Africa, the Americas, Asia, Europe and Oceania.)
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3.
4.
5.
6.

offer a broad, integrated analysis of cultural, economic, political, scientific and/or social development that
recognizes the diversity of human societies and their cultural traditions.
examine processes of cross-cultural interaction and exchange that have linked the world’s peoples through
time while recognizing diversity.
include at least one component on Hawaiian, Pacific, or Asian societies and their cultural traditions.
engage students in the study and analysis of writings, narratives, texts, artifacts, and/or practices that
represent the perspectives of different societies and cultural traditions.

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES
The student learning outcomes (SLOs) for the course are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identify important individuals, places, organizations and concepts in pre-modern world history.
Arrange, in chronological order, significant events in world history.
Describe and analyze global processes from prehistory to 1500 C.E. (e.g human migration, ecological forces,
spread of world religions, creation of empires.)
Explain cause and effect relationships in history.
Compare and contrast historical experiences across cultures and time.
Relate historical events to contemporary issues and events.

COURSE TASKS
Welcome to the wonderful world of history—where we will make the past come to life as we explore the histories of
the various peoples of the world in order to become better informed citizens and make our modern, global world
more meaningful! As we look into the past, it may be helpful to view history as a movie—full of characters, with some
playing significant roles and others playing supporting ones, drama, and significant events. Together, then, we will
analyze this movie called history, highlighting the important individuals, concepts/ideas, places, societies, events, and
all the drama that went along with this. As we explore the drama of the past, the class will focus on the development
of diverse cultures, similarities & differences between these cultures, and the connections & conflicts that have
arisen between these cultures.
The class will be centered around the following course tasks, that serve as both learning and assessment tools, for the
purpose of measuring your learning and your ability to meet the course SLOs.
ü

Take 2 Exams. The purpose of these exams is to assess your critical thinking, reading comprehension,
memorization, and writing skills regarding the material covered in class up to the moment of the exam.
Exams will consist of a mixture of relevancy short written answer questions, true/false+rationale, multiple
choice, &/or essay. Although these exams will make use of your resourcefulness and you will be allowed to
utilize 1 4” x 6” notecard, double-sided, typed or printed on the exam, it is highly recommended that you do
not wait until the night before the exam to start studying. One helpful way of remembering material is to
both review what we covered in class & rewrite your notes from class after the class. Exams are to be taken
when scheduled. Make-up exams will only be given in cases of SERIOUS illness (with a doctor’s note) or valid
emergency. If you are unable to take the scheduled exam, I expect you or a family member to immediately
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contact me before or on the day of the scheduled exam. No make-up exam will be scheduled without you
contacting me in a timely manner. However, in terms of the final exam (Exam #2), if you miss the final
exam, you will NOT be able to reschedule the final exam, regardless of reason, and you will fail the class as
final grades need to be turned in ASAP. Each exam is worth up to 100 points.
ü

Complete 16 Homework Worksheets (abbreviated HW in the Class Schedule) for homework. These 1-page
worksheets have a varied number of questions that promote critical thinking and may include analyzing
primary sources, comparing & contrasting historical experiences across cultures & time, &/or relating
historical events to contemporary issues & events. These worksheets are due on specific days according to
the class schedule and will be shared in class. Worksheets will be passed out a week before their due date so
that we can go over what the worksheet entails. The worksheets give only a limited amount of space for your
answers—this is so that your answers are concise, yet significant—but please feel free to use the backside of
the paper if you want to write more. Everyone will complete their assignments differently—some will be
more detailed than others. What I am concerned with when I grade your worksheets is whether or not it
indicates that you read the assigned readings. Each worksheet is worth up to 3 points. Please note that if
any 2 or more worksheets are completed exactly alike, a zero will result. There is a 48-hour “grace period”
for turning this in late for a grade. After this grace period, late HWs will be accepted until the last day of
instruction with a 20% point penalty.

ü

Complete the Real World Assignment: Cover Letter & Resume for a Historical Warrior & Presentation. This
typed, grammatically & mechanically correct assignment is worth up to 35 points total (25 points for the
Cover Letter & Resume + 5 points for the Presentation + 5 points for the Discussion) and will be due by or on
Tuesday, 12/5 (you may turn this in by email but only as a Word Doc, Google Doc or PDF only). The
guidelines for this assignment are attached to this syllabus starting on page 10. Be sure to read these
guidelines for more information on this assignment.
o For this assignment, you must pick a historical (or legendary BUT not fully divine—i.e., while you can
pick individuals who considered themselves partly divine, you cannot pick gods or goddesses)
individual (pre-1500 CE; however, if you choose an individual from Hawai’i, it can be pre-1819 CE)
that was also a proven warrior. Pretending that you are this person, you are to create a cover letter
and resume for this person if he/she were applying for a job. No more than one person per
historical warrior. If you have a historical person in mind, you should sign up for that person ASAP
by contacting me as it will be first come, first choice. If you are unsure of a historical person, please
contact me. Be sure to check for a confirmation email from me regarding your choice. I will post a
list of those chosen individuals in the Homepage of our Laulima site. Once the name of an individual
is listed on the Homepage, you are no longer able to pick that person. Real World Assignments
submitted after the due date will be assessed a 20% late penalty and will not be considered for the
job.
o The Real World Assignment is due on Tuesday, 12/5. Late submissions will NOT be considered for
the job. However, there is a 48-hour “grace period” for turning this in late for a grade. After this
grace period, late Real World Assignments will be accepted until the last day of instruction with a
20% point penalty.
o You will present your chosen Historical Warrior to the class on Tuesday, 12/5. This presentation is
worth up to 5 points total. At this class, you will also be participating in a KickA** Industries
Executives Hiring Discussion that is worth up to 5 points total. If you know that you are going to be
absent for this class, let me know ASAP so that arrangements can be made prior to your absence and
that you can make up the points for this part of the assignment. No make-ups for the Presentation
and Discussion will be allowed regardless of reason unless you contacted me in a timely manner.

ü

Complete a variety of in-class activities. This includes focused free-writes, Video Exploration Assignments,
role-playing activities and group assignments. These activities will rely heavily on you being prepared for
class (i.e., having read the assigned readings). The purpose of these activities is to enable you to process,
synthesize, and analyze the information that you read for homework (which then builds your critical thinking
skills!). Sometimes I will collect your written work from class; sometimes I will not. When I collect your
written work, sometimes I will give you written feedback, and at other times, I will just give you a checkmark
indicating credit. Groups will typically consist of 3-4 members, and will be randomly assigned. Upon
completion of group assignments, one member of the group will be expected to report back to the entire
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class. Some classes will involve large class discussions where everyone will be expected to contribute to the
discussion. Be prepared to answer questions if called upon. Activities will be graded with a “+” (good) or “-”
(needs work). Some activities will be graded on a group basis, at other times, on an individual basis. Since all
of these assignments require being present for class, you will NOT be able to make-up these assignments,
regardless of reason, if class is missed. However, your first 4 absences will automatically be excused
(meaning you do not lose any points for these days) & you will be able to makeup the points missed for these
classes. On the other hand, any absences beyond these first 4 absences will NOT be excused, regardless of
reason. Furthermore, for every 6 classes missed, your final grade is automatically lowered by 1 letter grade
(unless you had extenuating circumstances such as a major illness or family emergency).
ü

Participate in class by being physically, as well as mentally, present and respectful of others. This includes
turning off your cell phone, not talking story with friends, not listening to music, and coming to class on time.
This also includes not monopolizing class discussion with your own point-of-view and not being respectful of
what your classmates have to say. Negative comments will NOT be tolerated. Furthermore, any
inappropriate behavior, including trying to be the class-clown, will result in immediate expulsion from the
class. Hence, please be respectful of your classmates, thus fostering a positive learning environment!

ü

Always be respectful of one another. This includes turning off your cell phone, not talking story with
your friends, and not monopolizing class discussion with your own POV. Furthermore, one of WCC’s
core values is Ho’ihi (Respect). This includes cultural awareness & aloha, student voice, ‘ohana-style
inclusiveness, and LGBTI Safe Zones. Hence, if you conduct yourself in a way that disparages others, then you
are in direct violation of the Student Code of Conduct and you will be dealt with appropriately (which could
mean removal from class).

ASSESSMENT TASKS AND GRADING
*2 Exams
x 100 points each
*Real World Assignment: Cover Letter & Resume
*16 Homework Worksheets
x 3 points each
*In-Class Activities (incl. in-class work, Respect, Part.)

=
=
=
=
=

200 points
(62.5% of final grade)
35 points
(11% of final grade)
48 points
(15% of final grade)
37 points
(11.5% of final grade)
320 points possible

*Everyone starts the class with an “A” (320 points)!
What you do with your “A” is now up to you!
To keep your
A
B
C
D

You can’t lose more than
32 points
64 points
96 points
128 points

A=
B=
C=
D=

Which means
288 points & above
256 points & above
224 points & above
192 points & above

*You may keep track of your grade in our class’s Laulima site under the Gradebook option.
*(Hopefully, this will not happen, but if it turns out that more than 128 points is lost, an “F” for the class will result.)
*The “N” grade is only given in circumstances in which the student has worked conscientiously, attended regularly,
finished all work, fulfilled course responsibilities, and has made measurable progress. However, either the student has
not achieved the minimal student learning outcomes and is not prepared to succeed at the next level, or the student
has made consistent progress in class but is unable to complete the class due to extenuating circumstances, such as
major health, personal, or family emergencies. The “N” grade is NOT given in circumstances in which you have NOT
made consistent progress in the class &/or attended class regularly.
REQUIRED LEARNING RESOURCES
TEXT TO BORROW FROM INSTRUCTOR WITH SIGNED AGREEMENT TO RETURN TEXT AT END OF SEMESTER: Edward
H. Judge & John W. Langdon, Connections: A World History, Volume 1.
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METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
v This course was constructed using the backward-design method. The fundamental principle of backward
design is finding out what the instructor wants the student to know, and then constructing the course around
what it is that the student should know. From this point onward, the course becomes assignment-centered in
which the focus of the course will be on you, the student, learning what you need to learn in order to do well
on assignments & exams. You will learn this through a variety of methods, including textbook & primary
source readings, free-writes, small-group assignments, large group discussions, video presentations, and
mini-lectures.
v This course also relies on the writing-across-the-curriculum pedagogy. In this pedagogy, you will use writing
to help you critically think about history. By doing so, you will be gaining critical thinking skills that you can
apply to all aspects of your life.
v As the student, ask yourself if this is the right method of instruction for you. If you like learning by doing,
then this class is for you (i.e., you are an active learner)! If you prefer a more passive learning style (i.e., you
like lecture-oriented classes that just require you to take notes), then this class is not for you.
v Classes will be devoted to student-active teaching methods. One of the least effective ways of teaching is the
lecture since studies have shown that after just 10 minutes of a lecture, students become increasingly bored,
confused, and restless. Thus, lectures will be kept to a minimum, and the class will continually switch
between group assignments and individual exercises.
v The course will expect that you are able to independently read and comprehend the “facts” on your own.
Again, class will never be a review of the “facts” that are learned by reading the textbook. Instead, class will
be devoted to exercises that engage the brain at a higher cognitive level (i.e., application, analysis, evaluation,
etc.). In other words, the “facts” that you learned on your own will then be analyzed through the questions
of why, how, and what’s the significance?
v The course will be guided by the principle that it is better to cover the material in a mile-deep manner than a
mile-wide one. In other words, rather than “covering” the material, we will uncover it! Although the class
may utilize PowerPoints at times to uncover the material (i.e., understand the material), in-class activities will
intersect through the PowerPoints in order to make the class learner-centered.
RECOMMENDATIONS THAT WILL HELP YOU IN THIS CLASS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This class requires a lot of reading, writing, and thinking! Some days you will have A LOT of reading for
homework so please plan accordingly. Furthermore, since we will move at an extremely fast pace, it is crucial
for you to keep up with readings and homework assignments.
Ask questions if you don’t understand and definitely let me know if you are having any problems in the class.
Faithfully attend class.
Always take notes! This includes anything that is written on the board, viewed on the overhead projector,
and gleaned from videos.
Bring both your textbook to every class. We will typically refer back to both your textbook and course reader
during class. Also, these books will help you complete in-class assignments.

*This class is designed to be accessible to ALL students. Thus, please take note of the following statement:
DISABILITIES ACCOMMODATION STATEMENT
If you have a physical, sensory, health, cognitive, or mental health disability that could limit your ability to fully
participate in this class, you are encouraged to contact the Disability Specialist Counselor to discuss reasonable
accommodations that will help you succeed in this class. Ann Lemke can be reached at 235-7448, lemke@hawaii.edu,
or you may stop by Hale ‘Akoakoa 213 for more information.
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CLASS SCHEDULE*
*Note: Class schedule is subject to change. All changes will be announced in class.
DATE

ASSIGNMENTS
DUE ON THIS DAY

REQUIRED PREPATORY TEXTBOOK
(TXT) READINGS FOR THIS DAY
*Other Supplemental Readings to read
for homework will be handed out as
needed

Week 1: T 8/22

Th 8/24

Th 8/31

Week 3: T 9/5

Th 9/7

Welcome to
History 151!
Introduction to the
course & getting
to know one
another, Part I
Welcome to
History 151!
Introduction to the
course & getting
to know one
another, Part II

DUE—HW #1:
Fake News

Week 2: T 8/29

TXT: Chapter 1, all pages

DUE—HW #2: The
Advice of an
Akkadian Father
to His Son, c. 2200
BCE (Primary
Source)

DUE—HW #3: The
Assyrian Military
Machine (Primary
Source)

CORRESPONDING
CLASSROOM
TOPICS & EVENTS
FOR THIS DAY

TXT: Chapter 2, all pages

Lesson #1:
Defining
Civilization /
Complex Society
Lesson #2:
Building
Civilization in
Ancient
Mesopotamia—
The Garden of
Eden
Lesson #3:
Civilization &
Imperialism in
Ancient
Mesopotamia
Lesson #4:
Building
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Civilization in
Ancient Egypt:
The Gift of the Nile
Week 4: T 9/12

DUE—HW #4: The
Bhagavad Gita
(Primary Source)

TXT: Chapter 3, all pages

Lesson #5: Ruling
Over Civilization in
Ancient India:
Establishing Order
& Escaping the
Wheel of Life, Part
I
Lesson #5: Ruling
Over Civilization in
Ancient India:
Establishing Order
& Escaping the
Wheel of Life, Part
II

DUE—HW #5: Sun
Tzu’s The Art of
War (Primary
Source)

TXT: Chapter 4, all pages

Lesson #6: Ruling
Over Civilization in
Ancient china:
Establishing Order
& The Mandate
from Heaven, Part
I
Lesson #6: Ruling
Over Civilization in
Ancient china:
Establishing Order
& The Mandate
from Heaven, Part
II

TXT: Chapter 5, all pages

Lesson #7: Ruling
Over Civilization in
the New World—
Voyaging Canoes
in Oceania & Blood
Sacrifices in
Mesoamerica
Lesson #8:
Civilization &
Imperialism in
Ancient Persia

Th 9/14

Week 5: T 9/19

Th 9/21

Week 6: M 9/25

DUE—HW #6:
Sima Qian’s The
Legalist Policies of
the Qin (Primary
Source)

DUE—HW #7:
Hawai`i Alive!

T 9/26

Week 7: T 10/3

Th 10/5

TXT: Chapter 6, all pages

DUE—HW #8:
Plutarch’s On
Sparta (Primary
Source)

DUE—HW #9:
Herodotus’ Xerxes
Invades Greece

TXT: Chapter 7, all pages

Lesson #9:
Building
Civilization in
Ancient Greece:
Freedom, Law,
Order & Security in
the Polis
Lesson #10: When
Civilizations
Collide: The
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(Primary Source)

Persian Wars, Part
I

Week 8: Monday, 10/9 through Friday, 10/13—Fall Break / No Classes
Week 9: T 10/17

DUE—HW #10:
Thucydides’
Pericles Funeral
Oration

Lesson #10: When
Civilizations
Collide: The
Persian Wars, Part
II
Extra Credit Game
Day & Review for
Exam #1

Th 10/19

Week 10: T 10/24
Th 10/26

Week 11: T 10/31

Th 11/2

DUE—HW #11:
Tacitus’ On
Corruption in the
Early Roman
Empire

TXT: Chapter 8, all pages

DUE—HW #12:
Tacitus’ The
Rebellion of
Boudicca & Dio
Cassius’
Boudicca’s
Rebellion (Primary
Sources)

TXT: Chapter 9, pgs. 166—175; Chapter
10, all pages

DUE—HW #13:
Saxo
Grammaticus’
Alvild the Pirate
(Primary Source)

TXT: Chapter 9, pgs. 175—185

Week 12: T 11/7

Th 11/9

Week 13: T 11/14

TXT: Chapter 11, all pages

DUE—HW #14:
The Early Islamic
Conquests
(Primary Source)

TXT: Chapters 12 & 13, all pages

TXT: Chapter 14, all pages

EXAM #1
Lesson #11: Ruling
Over Civilization in
Ancient Rome:
From Republic to
Empire—Panem et
Circenses & The
Price of the Pax
Romana
Lesson #12: When
Civilization Breaks
Down—
Barbarians,
Christians, & The
Fall of the Roman
Empire & Lesson
#13: Ruling Over
Civilization in the
Byzantine Empire:
And Rome Lives
On…
Lesson #14: Ruling
Over Civilization in
Europe—
Christianity
Civilized the
Barbarian
Lesson #15: The
Ruling Over
Civilization in the
Dar al-Islam—
Empire of Faith
Lesson #16: Ruling
Over Civilization in
Africa

Lesson #17: Ruling
Over Civilization in
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Th 11/16

Week 14: T 11/21

Th 11/23

China—Prosperity
& Innovations
Lesson #18: Ruling
Over Civilization in
Japan—The Rise of
the Samurai

DUE—HW #15:
The Death of Kiso
(Primary Source)

DUE—HW #16:
Marco Polo’s
Accounts of
Western Asia
(Primary Source)

TXT: Chapter 15, all pages

Lesson #19:
Imperialism &
Civilization—The
Mongol Conquests
& The Pax
Mongolica

TXT: Chapter 16, all pages

Lesson #20:
Civilization &
Imperialism in
Europe—
Conquest, Death &
Rebirth
History Workshop:
Preparing your
Cover Letter &
Resume; Thinking
About Your Essay
for Exam #2

NO CLASS:
THANKSGIVING
DAY HOLIDAY

Week 15: T 11/28

Th 11/30

Week 16: T 12/5

Cover Letter &
Resume for a
Historical Warrior
DUE

Th 12/7

EXAM #2 SCHEDULED FOR TUESDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2017

KickA** Industries
Hiring Executives
Presentation &
Discussion
Review for Exam
#2
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Cover Letter & Resume for a Historical Warrior
Real World Assignment Guidelines

KickA** Industries NEEDS YOU!

HELP US SAVE THE WORLD!
KickA** Industries has immediate openings for a few good men & women—barbarian or civilized—as we embark on
world domination to eliminate the zombie threat forever.
Company History: KickA** Industries is a public-private corporation dedicated to eliminating the zombie pandemic
that has turned 90% of the world’s population into the living dead. Although guns were the preferred method of
zombie elimination, bullets are now in short supply. Hence, KickA** Industries is traveling back in time & recruiting
from the world’s historical warrior population who know how to kick a** with weapons that don’t need reloading
(yes, time travel exists but the mechanics of time travel or why KickA** Industries doesn’t just send someone back to
prevent the zombie plague remains as classified information).
Minimum Qualifications: Military experience in the field of battle.
Desirable Qualifications: Proven ability to kick a** in multiple situations & environments. Dependable (will not run
away in hazardous situations). Proven ability to lead. Multiple conquests.
Pay Scale: Starting salary depends on experience. Hazard pay bonus in addition to starting salary. Life & health
insurance offered. Family will be provided for upon death in the line of action.
To Apply: Please send in a cover letter stating how you meet the minimum and desirable qualifications, and a resume
with current reference(s).
We are an EOAA business. We will not discriminate based on gender, ethnicity, culture, sexual orientation, religion,
color, age, weight, height, &/or manners.
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Scenario: You, a historical warrior from Pre-Modern World History, sees this job ad posted on a tree just as you’re
coming back from hunting. Since you seek wealth, fame, and adventure, you decide to apply for this job that will take
you into the future to battle these slow-moving zombies, a job that sounds as easy as taking candy from a baby for a
bad a**, hard-core warrior like yourself.
To Do: Pick a historical (or legendary BUT not fully divine—i.e., while you can pick warriors who considered
themselves partly divine, you cannot pick gods or goddesses; also you cannot pick an individual, such as a philosopher
or religious founder, who was NOT also a proven warrior) individual (pre-1500 CE; however, if you choose an
individual from Hawai’i, it can be pre-1819 CE) that was also a proven warrior. Pretending that you are this warrior,
apply for this job by creating a cover letter and resume. No more than one person per historical warrior. If you have
a historical warrior in mind, you should sign up for that person ASAP by contacting me as it will be first come, first
choice. If you are unsure of a historical warrior, please contact me. Remember that the minimum qualifications for
this position is military experience in the field of battle.

Purpose of Assignment: To have fun with history, to think & write critically & creatively, and to also see how learning
history can have real world applicability. Although you are picking a historical warrior to complete this assignment,
you are learning how to write a cover letter and resume—two skills needed in the real world. This assignment also
demonstrates your ability to meet the course’s FG Hallmark #6 and SLO #1.
Things to Note:
1. You will be expected to do additional research on your historical warrior in order to create an appropriate
and accurate cover letter and resume. Although you need to be creative, you still need to be ACCURATE. In
other words, you will NOT be able to make things up regarding your chosen warrior—if your warrior didn’t do
something, don’t make something up. For example, do not say that your warrior conquered something if he
or she did not. Or, do not say that your warrior learned his/her skills by attending Warrior College. Instead, if
your warrior was, for example, a specified Spartan warrior, you would write that he graduated from the
agoge since the agoge was basically like warrior school. If you need help in making sure that you are
balancing the art of accuracy & creativity, be sure to contact me!
2.

In your warrior’s Cover Letter, you must properly place your chosen warrior in his or her historical context
as you explain why your warrior should be hired for the position. You need to also be sure to explain the
significance (i.e., impact & legacy) of your warrior. Note that it is always a good idea to keep your Cover
Letter to no more than 1-page. Concise & to-the-point Cover Letters that clearly explain exactly why you
should be hired through concrete examples (rather than just giving generalized statements taken straight
from the job ad) are a crucial element in the hiring process.

3.

In your warrior’s Resume, you need to explain thoroughly any qualifications that your warrior has. In other
words, if one of your warrior’s qualifications is that he or she fought in a certain battle &/or conquered a
certain society, this should be EXPLAINED rather than just listed as he or she fought at this battle or
conquered this society. In other words, identify & explain the battle or conquest—What role did your
warrior play in it? When did it happen? Where did it happen? Who was it fought against? Why did it
happen? What was the impact & significance of it? What did your warrior learn from it?

4.

You will need to include an Annotated Bibliography of primary & secondary sources used for information of
your chosen historical warrior. This needs to include at least 1 available primary source (contact me ASAP if
you are unable to locate a primary source). An annotated bibliography means that you EXPLAIN how you
used each source and what you learned from it. Include this bibliography at the end of your warrior’s
resume.

*Please note that KickA** Industries, like all employers today, have deadlines for the submission of applications. In
other words, KickA** Industries will NOT consider any cover letters & resumes submitted after the specified due date.

